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Introduction
At the beginning of the twentieth cen-
tury, motion and torque were trans-
mitted to the driving wheels of the first 
automobiles with straight bevel gears. 
With slightly curved (episinoid) teeth, 
bevel gears were an improved alternative. 
Both straight and curved bevel gear teeth 
were cut with several different types of 
two-tool shaping generators. These cut-
ting methods worked in a single-index-
ing mode. In 1913 The Gleason Works 
developed a single-indexing face cutter 
head method. At the same time, Gleason 
acquired the patents of Paul Boettcher 
from Hamburg, Germany, which were 
also based on face cutter heads. Although 
the subject of the Boettcher patents was 
the manufacture of bevel gears in single-
indexing as well as in continuous index-
ing methods, company founder James 
S. Gleason made the strategic decision 
to concentrate on the single-indexing 
method only. The American and Asian 
automotive industry soon adopted this 
new method for all automotive and truck 

axles. The “Gleason method” also spread 
to Europe — although the European mar-
ket was shared between Gleason and sev-
eral local manufacturers with different 
methods (Ref. 1).

In the mid-1920s the German compa-
ny Klingelnberg introduced the continu-
ous working “Palloid” cutting method, 
using a tapered hob that was applied by 
many European automotive manufactur-
ers until the late 1940s. It is interesting 
to note that some companies had their 
own developed bevel gear cutting meth-
ods, like Fiat (“Mamano method“) and 
Renault (“Rochat method”) (Ref. 2).

After World War II, the special meth-
ods from Fiat and Renault disappeared, 
along with the Palloid method from the 
automotive and truck industry. Mass-
produced bevel and hypoid gear trans-
missions were now being produced, with 
a few exceptions, by single-indexing 
methods on Gleason machines. Many of 
the bevel gears that have been produced 
in Europe after 1945 on non-Gleason 
machines were manufactured with newly 

developed methods from the Swiss com-
pany Oerlikon-Bührle. The so-called “N” 
and “G” methods from Oerlikon were 
continuous indexing cutting methods 
(Refs. 2–4).

The first modern face hobbing pro-
cess based on machines with cutter head 
tilt and cutters with HSS stick blades 
was developed by Oerlikon-Bührle in 
the 1970s, and caught the interest of 
European and American manufacturers 
of heavy trucks. More than 10 years went 
by before the first face hobbing machines 
were installed in U.S. automotive gear 
labs to try out this “new process.”

In the meantime, Gleason had also 
developed a version of the face hobbing 
process. The Gleason method was also 
based on stick blade cutter heads and 
was offered together with the world’s 
first CNC-controlled bevel gear cutting 
machines (G-MAXX). What started out 
very slowly in some gear labs in Detroit 
gained in popularity during the follow-
ing decade. Desirable attributes like low 
cutting times, good tooth spacing, and an 
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easy to lap surface structure helped face 
hobbing break through to the U.S. mar-
ket. It must be mentioned that — without 
exception — all face hobbing methods are 
completing processes that reduce cutting 
times even further.

In Europe, on the other hand, the old 
face milling, five-cut was replaced by the 
Gleason face milling completing. The 
single-indexing completing method also 
uses cutter heads with stick blades, which 
in connection with fast indexing CNC 
machines achieves a similar productivity 
as the face hobbing process. The reason 
for European manufacturers to change 
to this new single-indexing method was 
the possibility to grind the manufactured 
bevel gears after heat treatment. The 
grinding tools are cup wheels that are 
dressed so that they duplicate the envel-
oping surface of the face mill completing 
cutter blades used in the cutting opera-
tion. All attempts to find ways to also 
grind the face hobbed gears in a complet-
ing cycle failed, which is the reason why 
most face hobbed bevel gears are lapped, 
or sometimes skived, and in very few 
cases ground in two single side setups.

The Trend in the United States and 
Europe
Bevel gear grinding in fixed setting mode 
(single flank grinding) was already intro-
duced by the 1920s for the hard finish-
ing of aircraft gears. However, the sta-
ble grinding of automotive bevel gears 
in a cost-effective completing mode has 
evolved in production and as a common-
ly used process only during the past 15 to 
20 years. European manufacturers turned 
away from traditional lapping and con-
verted more and more bevel gear designs 
to face milling completing. These man-
ufacturers liked the small variations in 
the finish geometry of the manufactured 
bevel gears, which is nearly independent 
from the varying heat treat distortions. 
The scrap rates for grinding production 
are lower than that for lapping. Further 
advantages of grinding are the simplified 
manufacturing logistics, higher efficien-
cy in operation, and less cleaning effort. 

Lapped bevel gearsets show lower effi-
ciency (higher operating temperatures) 
and in some cases more wear because of 
the lapping grit that can embed in the 
flank surfaces.

At the same time, the bevel gear manu-
facturers in the U.S. converted more than 
90% of their five-cut face milling appli-
cations to face hobbing completing. The 
American vehicles with bevel, i.e. — hyp-
oid gearsets — are mostly pick-up trucks 
and sport utility vehicles (SUVs). This 
category of vehicle with the consumer 
requirements of the 1980s and 1990s was 
particularly well suited for the application 
of face hobbed and lapped hypoid gears.

The Asian automotive industry didn’t 
adopt either of the two trends. The same 
company might apply the five-cut meth-
od on 40-year-old (well maintained) 
Gleason No. 116 machines, practice com-
pleting wet cutting with grinding after 
the heat treatment, or apply face hobbing 
dry power cutting with lapping as a hard 
finishing operation. This variety enables 
the Asian manufacturer to choose the 
optimal manufacturing scenario for every 
batch size and each application case.

Which of the two camps — face hob-
bing and hard finishing by lapping or 
face milling and hard finishing by grind-
ing — will establish itself in the future 
will depend on the technological devel-
opments of the next years (Ref. 5). One 
thing is certain, however — a compromise 
between face hobbing and face milling is 
obviously not possible.

Continuous Indexing (Face 
Milling) with Lapping or Single-
Indexing (Face Hobbing) with 
Grinding
The question as to which method delivers 
the better rolling performance and higher 
strength of the manufactured bevel gear-
sets has often been asked. The answers 
are as different as the people asking the 
question, and the answers have changed 
over time. The most significant influence 
upon the changing properties of the two 
methods was the development of bevel 
gear grinding. Today’s bevel gear grind-

ing improves, in general, all important 
properties such as strength, noise char-
acteristics and efficiency. A global rat-
ing of the strength of bevel gearsets that 
have been manufactured with various 
combinations of manufacturing methods 
can be rated using the following grades 
(1→excellent, 4→poor):
1. → Face milling completing and hard 

finishing by grinding
2. → Face hobbing and hard finishing by 

lapping
3. → Face milling with five-cut and hard 

finishing by lapping
4. → Face milling completing and hard 

finishing by lapping

A rating regarding noise emission and 
efficiency is basically the same. The rat-
ing list makes it clear that the real ques-
tion is not face hobbing or face milling, 
but rather lapping or grinding. A ground 
gearset with an epicycloid flank line 
might have achieved the best rating — if it 
were possible to manufacture. The math-
ematical function of the flank form, the 
taper of slot width and tooth thickness in 
face width direction, as well as the tooth 
depth taper (parallel or conical), play an 
important role, which makes it important 
to clarify the following parameters:
• Macrogeometry
• Flank surface topology
• Ease-Off topography
• Root fillet geometry
• Microstructure of surface

These parameters and their influence 
on the rolling performance and strength 
of a bevel gearset are discussed in the fol-
lowing sections. This leads to head-to-
head comparisons of the functionality 
and economy of the two methods, which 
will finally lead to a recommendation 
for the method best suited for a certain 
manufacturing environment, i.e. — which 
geometry best fulfills the requirements of 
the mechanical gear properties. The ana-
lytical explanations concentrate on the 
most commonly used method combina-
tions, with the ratings 1 and 2 in the list 
from the previous page.

bevel gears
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Observation of Differences in 
Macrogeometry
Macrogeometry of face milled bevel 
gears. Face milled gearsets are manufac-
tured in single-indexing — one slot at a 
time. The right side of Figure 1 shows 
how all the inside and outside blades 
of a face mill cutter head pass through 
one slot of a plane gear, while the cut-
ter moves perpendicular to the draw-
ing plane until the full depth position 
is reached. For a simple explanation, it 
is assumed that the manufactured bevel 
gear is cut in Formate. In this case there 
is no additional motion and the cutter 

rotates around it’s center, while the cen-
ter is also fixed relative to the generating 
gear axis. The flank line’s mathematical 
function is a circle. The distance between 
the cutter center and the gear center 
results from the desired mean spiral angle 
in connection with the cutter diameter. 
In the case of bevel or hypoid pinions 
and gears, the circular flank lines wind 
around a conical or hyperbolic pitch ele-
ment, similar to the straight flank lines 
that wind around the pitch cylinder of a 
helical gear.

The curvature of the teeth, as well as 
the relative curvature of the meshing 

teeth, is constant along the face width of 
the teeth. The slot width, equidistant to 
the root, is also constant. Consequently 
if both flanks are cut with the same cutter 
simultaneously (completing), the radius 
of the convex flank is about the amount 
of the slot width smaller than the radius 
of the concave flank. Figure 2 shows a 
schematic of the unrolled flank lines for 
a pinion.

The difference in outer and inner cir-
cumference of the generating gear causes, 
as seen in Figure 2, an extreme tooth 
thickness taper that leads to an un-pro-
portionally thin and high tooth in the toe 
region, and to a short and thick tooth at 
the heel. Other than the fact that a point-
ed topland can occur on the toe, the teeth 
of the one member will not fit and roll 
in the slots of the other member if both 
members are manufactured in a complet-
ing process. This is why a certain tooth 
depth taper is applied in all face milled 
completing bevel gears. The tooth depth 
taper is calculated in such a way that it 
generates a slot width taper that splits 
the difference in circumference between 
toe and heel in an equal slot width and 
tooth thickness taper (in the height of 
the generating gear pitch plane). Figure 3 
illustrates this principle using a ring gear 
as an example. This assures also that the 
tooth profile changes it’s size between toe 
and heel proportionally and, in turn, that Figure 2  Flank lines in generating gear plane of parallel depth face milling; profiles of resulting 

pinion tooth.

Figure 1  Single-indexing (face milling) Formate.
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the teeth of a member fit in the slots of 
the mating member with a controllable 
amount of backlash. Given this expla-
nation it becomes obvious that the pro-
portions of tooth depth and slot width 
for face milled completing bevel gears is 
not a freedom to be chosen, but a given 
relationship necessary for establishing a 
functional gearset.

Macrogeometry of face hobbed bevel 
gears. Face hobbed gearsets are manufac-
tured as continuous indexing; while the 
outside blade and following inside blade 
of one blade group cut one slot, the fol-
lowing blade group will enter the next 
slot (Fig. 4, right). This is accomplished 
by the simultaneous rotation of the cut-
ter and workpiece, where the work rotates 
per cutter revolution for as many pitch-
es as the cutter has starts. The resulting 
mathematical function of the flank lines 
of a plane generating gear is an extend-
ed epicycloid. In this case the curvature 
radius of the flank line is increasing from 
toe to heel and the average curvature 
depends not only on the cutter radius, 
but also on the number of starts of the 
cutter head (see also original text chapters 
2.3 and 2.4).

The constant relative indexing motion 
between cutter and work results in an 
equal split of the inner and outer circum-
ference on the toe and heel — as well as 
an equal split between toe and heel along 
the entire face width. This leads to a “nat-
ural” slot width taper and equal tooth 
thickness taper. If the tooth depth along 
the face width is designed constant (par-
allel depth), then the pitch cone is equi-
distant to the root cone, which with no 
Ease-Off corrections results in a perfectly 
conjugate geometry between produced 
pinions and gears.

The fact that face milled gears have no 
slot width taper — but a large tooth thick-
ness taper — and face hobbed gears have 
an equal slot width and tooth thickness 
taper, is the one reason why it is impos-
sible to grind face hobbed gears (using a 
cup-shaped grinding wheel) simultane-
ously on both flanks of a slot in a com-
pleting process. And, the reason why face 
hobbed gears cannot even be ground on 
even one side of a slot at a time with a 
cup-shaped wheel is demonstrated in 
Figure 5. The difference between an epi-
cycloid and a circle has a nearly sinu-
soidal appearance. Single side grinding 

Figure 3  Tooth proportions — tapered depth face milling completing.

Figure 4  Continuous indexing (face hobbing) Formate.

Figure 5  Circular arc vs. extended epicycloid.
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might be possible with big variations in 
stock removal along the face width, but 
a change in the properties of the ground 
gearset must be expected because it will 
destroy the epicycloid and replace it with 
a circle. The specifically favorable dis-
placement properties of the face hobbed, 
soft manufactured geometry will be 
removed due to the grinding.

The longitudinal macrocurvature 
is constant in face milling and changes 
along the face in face hobbing. However, 
an interesting longitudinal shape for a 
flank line is an involute. Teeth with such 
a shape would be insensitive to longitu-
dinal displacement between pinion and 
gear flank, similar to the insensitivity 
of regular cylindrical gears with respect 
to a center distance change. For exam-
ple, Klingelnberg Palloid gearsets have 
an involute flank line function. Neither 
face hobbing nor face milling is able to 
produce involute flank lines; neverthe-
less, there is always one point along every 
curved flank line that fulfills the so-called 
involute conditions.

Figure 6 shows the curvature required 
to achieve involute conditions at different 
points along the flank line. Independent 
from the mathematical flank line func-
tion of the bevel gears discussed in this 

paper, which are epicyclic or circular, the 
position of the involute point relative to 
the center of the flank or relative to the 
initial contact position is significant for 
noise and load behavior. It is perceived 
as ideal if the initial contact for light load 
is positioned towards the toe and moves 
under increasing load to the heel, while 
the contact spreads. Under 100% nomi-
nal load the contact area should use the 
entire flank — without hard contact at 
the teeth boundaries. The positioning of 
the involute point allows control of the 
contact movement under load. It is rec-
ommended to choose an involute point 
location between the flank center and 
the heel. If only small displacements are 
expected, the involute point should be 
positioned at the heel border. Large dis-
placements require an involute point 
between center and heel. However, the 
involute point should not be positioned 
at the center of the face width because 
this would prevent contact movement 
and therefore cause surface fatigue at the 
flank center. The contact pattern tends 
to move under load towards the involute 
point; this movement becomes smaller as 
the contact pattern approaches the invo-
lute point. No contact movement will 
occur, even under severe overload due to 

matching locations of contact pattern and 
involute point. In spite of the significance 
of the involute point, an involute-shaped 
flank line is not desirable.

Face hobbed bevel gearsets tend 
to have their involute point location 
between the flank center and the heel, 
which gives them the reputation of being 
forgiving with respect to gearbox and 
gearset deflections. The design prac-
tice for modern face milling complet-
ing gearsets takes advantage of the rela-
tionship described in Figure 6 and has 
adopted smaller cutter radii than were 
used until some years ago (with the five-
cut process), in order to achieve a prede-
termined position of the involute point. 
The so-called ratio of invoute-to-mean-
cone (Ax/Am, Fig. 6) should be above 1.0, 
while the ratio of involute-to-outer-cone 
has to be below one, or should at least not 
exceed 1.0. Face milling bevel gearsets 
designed according to this rule achieve 
the same forgiveness for high deflections 
as face hobbed gearsets.

Surface Topology
Surface topology of face milled bevel 
gears. Face milled gearsets have machin-
ing marks (generating flats) that are par-
allel to the lines of contact between pin-
ion and gear. In other words, the cutter 
blades cause traces on the flank surfaces 
during the cutting process with a spacing 
that depends on the roll rate and angular 
distances of the blades in the cutter head; 
the contact lines between pinion and gear 
flanks are parallel to those machining 
marks. Figure 7 offers a simplified visu-
alization of the relationship between the 
generating flats and a contact line. Case 
1 (Fig. 7, left) shows a plane as a simpli-
fied ring gear flank and a pinion flank, 
simplified to a cylinder. The contact line 
between cylinder and plane is parallel 
to the machining marks of both surfac-
es; this is typical for two flank surfaces 
machined in a single indexing generating 
process. The surface combination in case 
1 leads to a “rough” rolling of the cylinder 
on the plane. There is a high risk that lap-
ping compound between the two surfaces 
will be pressed out and wiped away from 
the contacting zone; smoothness of roll-
ing and lappability are not good in case 1.

The smooth surface in case 2 repre-
sents a Formate ring gear flank that does 
not show any generating flats. The con-

Figure 6  Involute-shaped flank line and relationship between involute and cutter radius.
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tact line between cylinder and plane is, 
as with case 1, oriented in the direction 
of the generating flats of the cylinder. 
This resembles the surface analogy to a 
bevel gear pair of a generated pinion and 
a Formate ring gear. Also in case 2, the 
result is a “rough” rolling of the cylinder; 
however, lapping compound between the 
surfaces has a better chance of remaining 
in the contact zone. Case 2 leads there-
fore to poor rolling performance but has 
better lappability than case 1. In order to 
achieve good lapping results in face mill-
ing, the surface waviness (flat amplitudes) 
is required to have only about 10% of the 
surface waviness of face hobbed gear-
sets after cutting. While here the surface 
roughness is basically non-critical, the 
opposite is true regarding ground face 
milled gearsets. Flank form and surface 
condition of semi-finished face milled 
gears is less critical than with face hobbed 
gearsets prepared for lapping.

Surface topology of face hobbed bevel 
gears. Case 3 (Fig. 8, left) is a model of 
a generated face hobbed flank pair. The 
contact line between cylinder and plane 
crosses the generating flats under an 
angle. This configuration causes a grad-
ual, soft rolling of the cylinder and pro-
vides a pumping of the lapping com-
pound through the contacting zone 
(when the lapping process applies). The 
result is a high rolling smoothness and 
good lappability in case 3 (Ref. 6).

The smooth plane in case 4 represents 
a Formate ring gear flank surface with no 
generating flats. The contact line between 
cylinder and plane crosses the generating 
flats of the cylinder, as in case 3 — under 
an angle. This is analogous to the sur-
faces of a face hobbed and form gener-
ated bevel gear pair. Also in case 4, the 
result is a smooth rolling of the cylinder. 
Lapping compound placed between the 
two surfaces will be pumped through the 
contact zone, similar to case 3. Case 4 
provides the best rolling quality of the 4 
discussed cases, and shows equal lappa-
bility to case 3.

The observations in this section lead 
to the conclusion that face milled gear-
sets are not suited for hard finishing by 
lapping. However face hobbed gearsets, 
in contrast, show excellent suitability for 
lapping as a hard finishing process.

Figure 7  Principal roll condition for face milled gearsets.

Figure 8  Principal roll condition for face hobbed gearsets.

Figure 9  Analysis results of modern designs — left, face milling; right, face hobbing.
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Ease-Off Topology of Face Milled 
and Face Hobbed Bevel Gearsets
The usual design calculation prac-
tice applies different tooth contact pat-
tern and Ease-Off topographies for face 
hobbed vs. face milled designs. This was 
based in part on the large cutter radii 
recommended in the past for face milled 
gears and the small recommended cutter 
radii in face hobbing. Additional reasons 
for the design of different contact pat-
terns included the conjugate basis with 
only simple optimization freedoms of 
face hobbed gearsets vs. the non-conju-
gate basis of face milling that offered a 
variety of geometric and kinematic opti-
mizations.

Today’s modern bevel gear design 
defines the cutter radii independent of 
the cutting method in order to achieve an 
optimal displacement characteristic. The 
shape and size of the contact pattern can 
be chosen nearly independent of the cut-
ting method. Additional UMC-Motions 
and cutter blades with “blended Toprem” 
and “blended Flankrem” can be equally 
applied to face hobbed and face milled 
gearsets (Ref. 7). Figure 9 (left) shows 
the exotic-appearing Ease-Off of a face 
milled bevel gear pair. The contact pat-
tern, which only a couple of years back 
was typical only for face hobbed gearsets, 
has been calculated using UMC-Motions. 
The complex Ease-Off function of the 
face milled gearset is realized with excel-
lent repeatability after heat treatment, by 
grinding.

Ease-Off and contact pattern of the 
face hobbed bevel gear pair (Fig. 9, 
right) have also been designed using 
UMC-Motions; cutter blades with blend-
ed Toprem were also applied. Modern 

flank optimizations adapt very well to 
face hobbed bevel gearsets if a heat treat-
ment with low distortions is possible, 
and if high-speed, short-time lapping 
is applied as a hard finishing operation. 
High-quality, ground bevel gearsets have 
to be rolled as individual pairs in order 
to measure single flank error or struc-
ture-borne noise in different pinion cone 
positions. The final pinion mounting dis-
tance, i.e. — the required shim rings — are 
determined on the roll tester. The logis-
tical cost of ground gearsets is therefore 
only lower prior to the roll testing.

A lapped surface finish still depends 
today on the interaction between pin-
ion and gear; it is impossible to achieve 
the precise mathematical target surface. 
Heat treat distortion and inconsistent lap 
removal in different zones of the flank 
surface result in a final contact appear-
ance that differs significantly from the 
tooth contact analysis at the stage of the 
design calculation. Contact patterns of 
lapped gearsets have a very soft transi-
tion to the flank areas without contact 
and allow realization of excellent, low-
motion error. Nevertheless, the variation 
in one manufacturing batch is high, and 
every gearset is matched after lapping; 
yet there still needs to be roll testing, with 
the possibility of finding an optimal build 
position that requires individual pinion 
shimming. The roll testing also serves of 
course to find and eliminate reject pairs.

This section about Ease-Off and tooth 
contact optimization has, in summary, 
four messages to convey:
1. There are Ease-Off limitations in face 

milled gearsets caused by the tapered 
tooth depth and the smaller cutter 
radii, as they are used today. They can 

be eliminated with UMC-Motions (and 
three flank sections).

2. The nominal geometry of face milled 
bevel gearsets can be reproduced by 
grinding with high accuracy.

3. There are limitations regarding the 
final Ease-Off for face hobbed and 
lapped bevel gearsets due to heat treat-
ment distortions and non-uniform 
material removal of the lapping pro-
cess.

4. Resulting Ease-Offs and tooth con-
tact patterns look unconventional and 
exotic from a conventional viewpoint, 
but are more application-oriented than 
tooth contacts of the past.

Root Fillet Geometry of Face 
Milled and Face Hobbed Bevel 
Gearsets
The face hobbing macrogeometry 
has a conical slotwidth along the face, 
which is also true of the root bottom. 
The blade edge radii and the blade point 
width must be calculated from the small-
est root width on the toe of the slots. 
Not only are the edge radii and blade 
points of inside and outside blades lim-
ited by the conditions of the smaller slot-
width at the toe, the movement of outside 
and inside blades along non-concentric 
tracks causes cross-over between outside 
and inside blades and leaves a fin — or 
step — on the root fillet bottom (Ref. 8). 
Although a step in the root can be aver-
aged out between toe and heel by axial 
stepping of the blades, a fully rounded 
root fillet is not possible for a continu-
ous indexing process utilizing face cutter 
heads (Fig. 10, right).

The strength advantages of face hob-
bing experienced in the past are based, 
to a larger extent, on the insensitivity to 
deflections and tolerances. This insensi-
tivity has its origin in the central location 
of the involute point due to a small cutter 
radius and a high number of cutter starts. 
The subsequent reduction of the load 
concentration at the heel allows higher 
loads with reduced risk of tooth fracture. 
A non-optimized, standard face hob-
bing design today still delivers a stronger 
appearing gearset compared to a non-
optimized face milling gearset.

The face milling root geometry can 
be optimized to a stepless, smooth root 
fillet and, in many cases, even a fully 
rounded root fillet is possible. Optimized, 
face milled bevel gearsets gain a definite 

Figure 10  Ring gear root fillet — left → face milling; right → face hobbing.
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strength advantage compared to opti-
mized, face hobbed gearsets due to the 
possibility of a more optimal root design 
(Fig. 10, left).

Face milled bevel gearsets must be 
relieved with protuberance blades at the 
flank-root transition areas on the pin-
ion and gear flanks in order to keep the 
grinding removal in these areas low and 
in order to achieve a soft flank-root tran-
sition.

Lapping of flank surfaces utilizes the 
top of the one member to lap the root of 
the mating member, and vice versa. The 
transition between flank and root must 
be relieved in the cutting operation by 
using protuberance in the pinion blades, 
whereas the ring gear flanks do not 
require this relief. This feature accounts 
for the lap removal that is on the pin-
ion flanks because of the higher number 
of pinion revolutions , a multiple of the 
ring gear lap removal. The high mate-
rial removal on the pinion would cause a 
lapping step between flank and root. The 
protuberance relief differs along the face 
width as a result of the generating pro-
cess and the changing pinion diameter 
between toe and heel. Small protuberanc-
es will leave a partial lapping step along 
the face width, where in a case of too 
much protuberance some relieved section 
will not be lapped out. Both cases require 
a compromise in the design of the tran-
sition area between flank and root that 
either causes interference (lapping step) 
or weakening of the root. Interferences 
are often not recognized in the roll tester, 
and result in unexpected noise phenome-
non under load. Good pre-corrections for 
heat treatment distortions and the use of 
pinion and ring gear blades with blended 
Toprem instead of protuberance limited 
to the pinion can eliminate the disad-
vantages of the conventional protuber-
ance — if lapping time is kept short.

The message regarding strength in this 
section is that a more optimized root fil-
let can be machined by grinding. Also, 
interferences that can cause noise as well 
as strength problems can be avoided by 
grinding.

Surface Roughness, Waviness 
and Texture
Microsurface topology and microsur-
face structure are related properties of 
a surface characteristic. The generating 

flats that are crossed to the contact lines 
between pinion and gear in face hob-
bing have been mentioned in (original 
text, chapter/section 9.5.2). The charac-
teristic of the generating flats in face hob-
bing helps to reduce excitations of higher 
multiple tooth mesh frequencies in the 
operation of a bevel gearset. The sourc-
es of those excitations are low because 
of the crossed arrangement, i.e. — con-
tact line→ generating flat; the genera-
tion of additional high frequency exci-
tations is reduced and the flat structure 
(Fig. 11, left) is eliminated with lapping. 
The remaining structure after lapping is 
generated by the lapping grit and the rela-
tive motion between pinion and gear. The 
relative motion can be captured by the 
relative sliding velocity, shown for a hyp-
oid gearset (Fig. 11, right). The surface 
texture generated by lapping is consistent 
with the vector map of the sliding veloci-
ties, which shows a different orientation 
than the contact lines between the pin-
ion and gear flanks. This also reduces the 
excitation of higher harmonic frequen-
cies during operation of a gearset; but this 
excitation is not completely eliminated, 
as the flank surface structure between 
pinion and gear match exactly due to the 
manufacturing process, where the pin-
ion is the finishing tool of the gear, and 
vice versa. The lapping motion can also 
induce long wave surface modulations. 
Further modulations that have a shorter 
wave length are leftovers from the gener-
ating flats caused during the cutting pro-
cess. If all the mentioned possible imper-
fections are considered — and can pos-
sibly be avoided — the result is a remark-
ably quiet, lapped gearset.

In face milling the generating flat 

structure is removed by the grind-
ing operation, but the traces from the 
grinding wheel grit are left. On the pin-
ion and gear flanks those traces are par-
allel to the root and extend along the 
entire face width (see “Track of Blade 
Point,” Fig. 11). Although the traces have 
an inclination to the contact lines, the 
valleys and crests of the longitudinally 
oriented roughness of pinion and gear 
are almost a match in their direction. The 
sliding component in profile generates 
a higher order excitation that presents a 
scoring risk. The goal is to achieve sur-
face roughness values of Ra ≤ 0.8μm and 
Rz ≤ 5μm; the roughness values of lapped 
surfaces are smaller. Certain imperfec-
tions, e.g., in the grinding wheel pro-
file, repeat with high accuracy from 
flank to flank on all teeth of a ground 
gear. If the number of imperfections is, 
say, three, even though the magnitude 
of the imperfection might be below one 
micron, the likelihood of an excitation 
of a third harmonic frequency will be 
high. Gleason has developed a package 
in order to improve the surface texture 
of ground bevel gear surfaces. Under the 
trade name MicroPulse — a combination 
of dressing parameters, machine motions 
and dynamic effects are utilized to gen-
erate a surface texture during a “regular” 
grinding operation that gives the pinion 
and gear surfaces different, non-match-
ing surface textures that in the past could 
only be realized via honing processes.

In concluding this section, it can be 
stated that the surfaces of lapped bevel 
gears are more optimized regarding 
roughness and rolling performance than 
the surfaces of ground gearsets. In con-
trast, measurement results seem to prove 

Figure 11  Generating flats and blade roughness traces, sliding velocity vectors, and contact line.
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that the efficiency of a broken-in, ground 
bevel gearset is higher than the efficiency 
of comparable lapped pairs.

Global Strength Considerations
When face hobbing and face milling 
designs are compared, finite element cal-
culations and strain gauge measurements 
prove that idealized teeth and root fillets 
with no or little surface roughness, opti-
mal blend between flank and root, and 
optimal rounded root fillet without steps 
and fins in the root bottom, both deliver 
identical results.

The higher precision of the flank 
form and the more favorable root fil-
let of the face milled and ground gearset 
are therefore compared to the advantage 
gained from the more optimal surface 
structure of the face hobbed flank sur-
faces. Some of the possible advantages of 
the face hobbed flanks cannot always be 
realized due to variations in the lapped 
flank surfaces. Consistency in the grind-
ing process is obtained through a strong 
effort regarding grinding cycles, grind-
ing oil filtering, condition of the grind-
ing machine, dynamically sound machine 
placement on the shop floor, etc.

In a highly consistent grinding produc-
tion, it is possible to make gears that cor-
respond in both surface durability and 
root bending strength — and extreme-
ly close to predictions calculated with 
sophisticated finite element programs. It 
is also possible to address single proper-
ties, such as sub-surface stress, in order 
to reduce them without sacrificing other 
properties.

Fine-Tuning and Optimization 
During a Lifecycle
During initial prototype testing, and also 
during the following lifetime of a gear 
design, it is often necessary to address 
specific parameters or features in order 
to eliminate a certain problem without 
having negative side effects on other fea-
tures. At the beginning of the lifetime of 
a new design, the field of attention might 
be tooth fracture, pitting, or case crush-
ing. For ground gearsets it is possible to 
change the root fillet radius, eliminate 
an interference with blended Toprem, 
change the contact size or position, mod-
ify the displacement characteristic, or add 
a UMC heel section in order to eliminate 
edge contact under high load, without a 

cross influence of the one optimization 
on all other features of the flank and root 
geometry.

The face hobbing finish geometry 
(including the flank > root blend) still 
depends in today’s lapping to a large 
extent in the inconsistencies of the lap-
ping process, and also is a result of the 
difficulty in controlling the material 
removal mechanism of lapping in gen-
eral. Making small changes to the lapped 
tooth contact on the drive side may also 
cause some change on the coast side and 
could generate an unwanted change in 
the high load contact pattern. The tran-
sition between flank and root (lapping 
step) can also be influenced because the 
lapping process connects all the geomet-
rical features of flank and root transi-
tion together. Changing the contact dis-
placement characteristic by optimizing 
the lapping motions is almost impossible. 
In such a case a slightly modified new 
design calculation is required. This also 
means that most of the development that 
had been conducted to get from the theo-
retical design to a functional bevel gear or 
hypoid transmission will be scrapped and 
the development work will have to start 
all over again.

The advantage of ground bevel gear 
designs during the lifecycle of the gearset 
becomes obvious, due to the possibility of 
controlling nearly every single parameter 
independently without the risk of destroy-
ing other positive features of the gearset.

Manufacturing Cost Comparison
So far this chapter might seem to some 
readers as a “white paper” dedicated to 
grinding. However, the diligent, consci-
entious reader will have noticed that the 
last sections presented many facts that 
were not known or considered in the 
context of the evolution that grinding has 
experienced during the past 15 years, and 
particularly during the past five years. 
Some time ago, the manufacturing stabil-
ity of automotive and truck production 
grinding was not at an acceptable level, 
which made in the comparison with lap-
ping, face hobbing lapping the winner 
not only in manufacturing cost but also 
in noise and strength.

The progress in grinding, some of 
which has been reported in this chap-
ter, is significant. It begins with a grind-
ing friendly basic geometry with suitable 

parameters for a good displacement char-
acteristic and a low noise excitation. The 
development of the Ease-Off is targeted 
today at conjugate flank center and suf-
ficient crowning towards the boundaries 
of the teeth. The result is a highly effec-
tive contact ratio for high strength and 
smooth rolling, yet sufficiently robust 
to accept manufacturing variations and 
deflections. The right semi-finish strat-
egy and heat treat pre-corrections are 
also important to guarantee good input 
for an efficient grinding operation. That 
does not at all mean grinding is the bet-
ter process; it might only emphasize that 
grinding today is comparable with lap-
ping regarding process stability and noise 
quality. To out-perform good, lapped 
gearsets regarding low noise emission, 
for ground bevel gearsets it is not yet 
possible — or at least very difficult. The 
strength of ground bevel gears is only 
better if the latest rules with respect to 
flank form and transition between flank 
and root are followed. Lapping can also 
benefit from the advancements made in 
grinding. UMC Motions, with three sec-
tions as well as a more advanced root 
relief, has been tried successfully in com-
bination with short-term lapping and low 
heat treat distortions.

An attempt at a cost comparison 
between lapping and grinding was made 
(Fig. 12). Continuous face hobbing under 
comparable conditions is somewhat fast-
er than the single indexing face milling. 
In spite of this, face milling is a semi-
finish operation while face hobbing in 
preparation for lapping is considered a 
finishing process, and the reason the cost 
of the soft cutting operations for both 
scenarios can be estimated as equal. This 
also applies to heat treatment and grind-
ing, or hard turning journals and seating 
shoulders. The cost estimations (Fig. 12) 
are therefore limited to hard finishing 
operations, including final measurement 
and roll testing. The hourly machine rates 
were calculated using a depreciation peri-
od of five years with a one-shift, 5-day 
operation.

Manufacturing cost of lapping. It has 
been assumed that one operator handles 
two lapping machines, and one operator 
attends to one testing machine for a 100% 
testing. The lapped gears are handled in 
pairs after lapping. The scenario in the 
(Fig. 12) spreadsheet assumes that all 
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lapped pairs have to pass a pinion cone 
search, with structure-borne noise analy-
sis on a roll tester, in order to determine 
optimal shim position. (Coordinate mea-
surement after lapping was not included 
in the spreadsheet.) The reject rate was 
estimated at 3.5%. For scrapped parts the 
entire value added, including the mate-
rial cost, was used to multiply with 3.5% 
and the result was added to the cost of 
one pair. The calculation of the cost of 
scrap is based upon an estimated average 
cost for one pair at $45. Because of the 
difficulties in removing all the lapping 
grit from the lapped parts, the cost of an 
excessive washing cycle was added. Today 
nearly all manufacturers skip an oil 
change after 1,000 miles. The remaining 
lapping grit (some of which is in the sur-
face of the parts, which will either work 
it’s way out of the surface into the oil) or 
the grit that extends partially outside of 
the flanks, is crushed due to the flank 
sliding and rolling under load, and even-
tually end up floating in the oil filling. 
This leads in any number of documented 
cases to the destruction of bearings and/
or seal rings. The cost of the warranty 
repair (in some cases this requires the 
change of an entire axle unit) has been 
estimated based on a 0.25% occurrence.

Manufacturing cost of grinding. It has 
been assumed that one operator handles 
two grinding machines and one operator 
attends to one testing machine for a 100% 

testing. The ground gears are not handled 
in pairs after grinding. The scenario in 
the spreadsheet assumes that all ground 
pairs have to pass a pinion cone search 
with a structure-borne noise analysis on 
a roll tester in order to find the individ-
ual roll-optimal axial pinion position in 
the gearbox. The pairs are mated after 
testing, which leads to the same trans-
portation, storage and assembly logis-
tics for ground parts as for lapped parts. 
Coordinate measurement is performed 
for every 10th part; reject rate was esti-
mated with 0.5%. For scrapped parts the 
entire value added, including the material 
cost, was used to multiply with 0.5% and 
the result was added to the cost of one 
pair. In order to compare the cost of scrap 
in grinding with lapping, an estimated 
average cost of one pair at $45 (equal for 
lapping and grinding) was used.

Summary of the cost comparison. The 
resulting manufacturing cost per set in 
the two tables (Fig. 12) is very similar, 
which is not well suited in the present-
ed form as a basis for a decision of one 
method over the other. However, there 
are many factors that have not been 
addressed, and both scenarios might 
change based on these factors. A bevel 
gear manufacturer wanting to re-evaluate 
the choice between “lapping or grind-
ing” can expand the tables with certain 
cost for the non-considered factors, and 
also use different rates and amounts for 

the costs listed in Figure 12, which may 
be deemed more suitable for his present 
manufacturing environment.

Typical Applications of Ground 
and Lapped Bevel Gearsets
All major industries where bevel and 
hypoid gearsets are applied are listed in 
this section. An effort has been made to 
find a realistic estimation of the kind of 
hard finishing installations as they are 
practiced by the different industries, e.g., 
manufacturing branches.

Aircraft transmissions. Based on 
national regulations, are ground in all 
western countries.

Industrial gearboxes. Production sta-
bility for smaller batch sizes led in this 
industry to the grinding of face milled 
bevel gears and to the hard skiving of face 
hobbed bevel gears. Lapping is only used 
by a few manufacturers. Bevel gears with 
low requirements regarding their trans-
mission function are sometimes not fin-
ished after heat treatment.

Agricultural equipment and small 
tractors.Ninety percent of the manufac-
tured bevel gears are not hard finished 
after heat treatment.

Medium and large farm tractors. 
Twenty percent of the bevel gears are 
lapped; 80% are ground.

Construction equipment. Eighty-five 
percent of the applied bevel gears are not 
hard finished; 15% of the applied bevel 
gears are either lapped or ground.

Power tools. Forged or sintered powder 
metal bevel gears are used in non-profes-
sional grade products. Premium contrac-
tor grade tools use mostly face milled cut 
bevel gears, which are not finished after 
heat treatment.

Railroad. Product safety and high reli-
ability requirements with small batch 
sizes led in this industry generally to the 
hard skiving of face hobbed bevel gear-
sets. There is also some face milling with 
grinding after heat treatment applied.

Large bevel gears above 1,000mm ring 
gear diameter. Low quantities and high-
cost-per-piece led in this industry to the 
skiving of heat treated, face hobbed bevel 
gears.

Heavy trucks (class 8, semi). In the 
U.S., 90% of all heavy truck axles are 
lapped. In Europe and Asia a mix of 60% 
lapped and 40% ground bevel gears are 
built in heavy trucks.

Figure 12  Cost estimation spreadsheets — top → lapping; bottom → grinding.
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Light trucks, pick-ups, sport utili-
ty vehicles. Seventy percent of all pro-
duced bevel gearsets are lapped; 20% are 
ground.

Passenger cars with all-wheel-drive. 
Almost 100% of all-wheel-drive pas-
senger cars manufactured in Europe are 
ground; in the U.S. and Asia, 65% are 
lapped and 35% are ground.

Passenger cars with front- or rear-
wheel-drive. Seventy-five percent of the 
bevel gearsets applied are ground; 25% 
are lapped.

Motorcycles. The three manufacturers 
who build motor cycles with a propel-
ler shaft between transmission and rear 
wheel (instead of chain) use lapped bevel 
gearsets between the propeller shaft and 
the rear wheel.

The question of which combination 
of processes is best suited for a certain 
application (i.e. — an existing infrastruc-
ture) is discussed in a different light in 
the following two sections:

When are face hobbing and lapping 
the best process combination?
• Good for small manufacturer with con-

tinuously changing jobs
• Design calculation in-house, but com-

plex optimizations are not practical
• Lowest investment in machines and 

tools is more important than produc-
tion in a closed loop

• Manufacture of heavy truck axles
• Short development times, but must 

produce above-average bevel gearsets

When is face milling and grinding the 
best process combination?
• High numbers of equal bevel gearsets
• Bevel gearsets for premium passenger 

cars and SUVs
• Large numbers of different but repeat-

ed small batches
• Manufacturing of aircraft bevel gear-

sets
• Large high-precision bevel gears; e.g. —  

for marine applications (below 1,000 
mm OD)

• If the efficiency of bevel gears is a par-
ticularly important factor

Summary
It is obvious that both process combi-
nation — face milling/grinding and face 
hobbing/lapping — have their unique 
strengths and weaknesses, and that both 
have a future in the modern manufactur-
ing of bevel gearsets.

 Lapping is a process used for cer-
tain kinds of fittings, like valve seats, in 
order to achieve a highly individual fit-
ting accuracy between two functional 
machine elements. Lapping had its break-
through in the hard finishing of bevel 
gears, at a time when highly qualified 
workmanship and manual labor in indus-
trial production was available, as well 
as acceptable. The closed control loops 
desired in today’s production are not 
applicable to lapping, as the quality of 
lapping production is only verified by 
rolling on a testing machine. Coordinate 
measurement against theoretical target 
data is without much meaning, because 
the flank form errors of the single mem-
bers can only be judged in connection 
with the flank form errors of the mating 
member. Even if such an error consolida-
tion was realized, the result could only be 
noticed because of the absence of a deter-
mined correction of flank form errors by 
corrective lapping (see also original text, 
chapter 11.1.6).

Grinding enables measurement against 
theoretical flank surface data and the cor-
rection of the found errors in a closed 
loop between coordinate measurement 
machine and manufacturing machine. 
The cost difference in the manufacture 
of ground gearsets vs. that of lapped pairs 
is negligible, as reflected in the tables of 
Figure 12. Grinding is therefore justifi-
able economically, and more suitable for 
modern bevel gear production than lap-
ping regarding repeatability as well as 
AGMA, DIN, JIS or ISO quality.

Rear-wheel drive, premium-class pas-
senger cars have made a comeback, and 
cars with all-wheel drive have enjoyed 
increasing popularity. Because these 
automobiles are considered to be high-
tech products, ground bevel gearsets can 
be well justified, just as in aviation equip-
ment.

What does this all mean?
It means that there are a number of rea-
sons why ground bevel gearsets have 
become more desirable during the past 
years. Companies that specialize in the 
manufacture of lapped bevel gears are 
undoubtedly positioned to match ground 
bevel gearsets regarding strength and 
acoustic and NVH (noise-vibration-
harshness). 
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